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Corporate Social Responsibility at the heart of our valuation process 
 

Under the auspices of the International Integrated 
Reporting Council (IIRC), businesses are now seeking to 
incorporate Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
issues into their financial reporting by developing 
integrated financial and sustainability reports(1). 
Investors, however, are still struggling   valuing these 
assets, mainly due to their intangible nature. As a result, 
CSR is generally considered as a purely qualitative 
addition to the quantitative financial analysis. The latest 
work from the “Value and Corporate Social 
Responsibility” Research Chair reveals, however, that 
valuation of these intangible assets lies at the heart of 
our industrial valuation method. 
 
Our investment process is founded on industrial 
valuation.  In order to achieve it, we rely mainly on 
transaction multiples in company mergers and 
acquisitions as benchmark ratios. Players in   a given 
industry are better equipped than financial markets to 
come up with a relevant and comprehensive valuation of 
the assets and industrial potential of companies they 
acquire. This deeper knowledge is further reinforced 
during the acquisition process, as the buyer gains access 
to more detailed levels of information and is thus able to 
value the target's tangible and intangible assets with 
greater accuracy. These ratios are also much more 
stable over time than market ratios, subject to the 
volatility and excesses of financial markets. This means 
that our valuation method, based on the industrial value 
of businesses, incorporates not only financial but also 
environmental, social and governance issues. 
 
Through our partnership with Université d’Auvergne, we 
recently attended the 2017 scientific   assessment made 
by the “Value and Corporate Social Responsibility” 
Research Chair, of which we are a co-founder. One of 
the reports submitted, “Does CSR impact premium in 
M&A transactions?”(2), sheds scientific light on the above 
mentioned finding, showing the existence of a positive 
correlation between acquisition premium and CSR 
performance. More specifically, there is a positive link 
between environmental or social performance and the 
level of acquisition premiums paid during mergers and 
acquisitions. As far as governance is concerned, it  
appears to be a necessary condition for transactions to 
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take place. Poor governance can actually block an 
acquisition or lead to its withdrawal in the event of an 
imbalance of powers or anti-takeover mechanism. This 
positive link is a proof that companies assign a value to 
the CSR performance of firms they purchase. It also 
confirms that transaction multiples on which our valuation 
method is based also reflect the CSR performance of the 
target firms. 
 
This approach not only makes it possible to value CSR 
but, interestingly, also assigns to it either a negative 
value, in the case of a failing operation, or a positive 
value in the case of a higher acquisition premium. 
Consequently, this approach brings to CSR valuation a 
symmetry lacking in previous work. Earlier studies on this 
theme(3) succeeded above all in highlighting the risks 
associated with a company’s lack of an effective CSR 
policy.  Although they identified the importance of ESG 
issues to companies at the time, they only evaluated 
them in terms of opportunity cost. Which, in the absence 
of an effective CSR policy, generally translates into a 
significant financial cost. According to these findings, the 
value of an effective CSR policy would be merely the 
absence of negative value, i.e.  nil. Conversely, our 
valuation method makes it possible to assign a negative 
or a positive value to company CSR policies. The 
numerous interviews we hold with company CSR 
directors and managers enable us to use appropriate 
valuation multiples to determine a company’s industrial 
valuation. 
 
Far from being relegated to the role of mere accessory to 
conventional financial analysis, CSR is a whole aspect, 
on its own, of our investment process. In the light of the 
latest work by the Research Chair, it is clear that our 
method of business valuation makes it possible to assess 
corporate CSR practices positively or negatively. The 
increasing inclusion of non-financial elements in 
corporate financial reporting must henceforth encourage 
investors into a more systematic evaluation of corporate 
ESG issues.  
 
(1) See Lettre SRI “Integrated reporting, the next step in financial and extra-
financial reporting”,  Q2 2017 
(2) Does CSR impact premiums in M&A transactions?, M. Gomes & S. Marsat 
(3) See Lettre SRI “Value in CSR”, Q1 2016. 
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